FOAM SOAP SYSTEMS

A. GOJO ADX-7™ Dispensers
Small-size 700-ml dispenser is ideal for tight spaces. Large sight window,
skylight and crystal-clear refill bottles make it easy to check fill status. Converts
to a locking dispenser at any time by simply removing the key from inside the
dispenser. Lifetime guarantee. Patent-pending CONTROLLED COLLAPSE refill
bottles hold their shape as they empty for a more attractive overall appearance.
Removable pump makes recycling easy. May use TRUE FIT™ wall plate for ADX-7
(C) to mount to wall. 3 3⁄4 w x 3 1⁄2 d x 9 1⁄2 h.
No.
Color
Each
GOJ 8784-06
Gray/White
GOJ 8786-06
Black
GOJ 8788-06
Chrome/Black

B. GOJO ADX-7™ Refills
Durable yet attractive, GOJO ADX-7™ refills help eliminate germs with a fresh
dispensing valve and removable pump. Patent-pending GOJO CONTROLLED
COLLAPSE technology ensures bottle shape while emptying, along with crystal
clarity for visual appeal and fill level monitoring. USDA certified biobased
formulation. Test Method ASTMD 6866: minimum of 61% renewably sourced
feedstock. 700-ml refill. 4 refills per case.
No.
Description
Case
GOJ 8711-04* ●
Clear & Mild Foam
GOJ 8712-04 ●
Antibacterial Plum Foam
GOJ 8713-04* ●
Citrus Ginger Hand & Shower Wash
GOJ 8716-04* ● NEW
Botanical Foam
* EcoLogo® certified. Test Method OECD 301D: 60% degradation within 10 days
after 10% degradation of total mass is first reached over entire 28-day test.
Delights users while supporting a healthy environment.
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C. TRUE FIT™ Wall Plate for ADX-7™
TRUE FIT™ Wall Plates for ADX-7™ (A) have an easy-to-install feature eliminating
damage to paint and wallpaper. Can be added after dispenser installation. 12
per case.
No.
Color
Each
GOJ 8790-BLK-12
Black
GOJ 8790-WHT-12
White
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Foam soap’s thick, luxurious feel
is the preferred soap by most
users, helps save money and
reduces waste, in contrast with
regular liquid soap, which may spill
onto the sink or into the drain.
In cost-conscious applications, it
can be a much better choice than
conventional soap, with fewer
reflls needed. Foam soap’s bubbly
lather has better coverage, and
rinses more easily.
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Prices are subject to change.
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